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Biological Aspects of Lifelong Learning

(a)  The Stability-Plasticity Dilemma

As humans, we have an astonishing ability to adapt by effectively acquiring knowledge and 
skills, refining them on the basis of novel experiences, and transferring them across multiple 
domains. While it is true that we tend to gradually forget previously learned information 
throughout our lifespan, only rarely does the learning of novel information catastrophically 
interfere with consolidated knowledge. 

Lifelong learning in the brain is mediated by a rich set of neurophysiological principles that 
regulate the stability-plasticity balance of the different brain areas and that contribute to the 
development and specialization of our cognitive system on the basis of our sensorimotor 
experiences. 

The stabilityplasticity dilemma regards the extent to which a system must be prone to 
integrate and adapt to new knowledge and, importantly, how this adaptation process should 
be compensated by internal mechanisms that stabilize and modulate neural activity to 
prevent catastrophic forgetting .



Stability -plasticity dilemma: When and how to adapt to the current model 

(a) Quick update enables rapid adaptation, but old information is forgotten; 
(b) Slower adaptation allows to retain old information but the reactivity of the system is 

decreased;
(c) Failure to deal with this dilemma may lead to catastrophic forgetting
(d) Data streams, constantly arriving, not static → Incremental learning
(e) Multiple tasks with multiple learning/mining algorithms
(f) Retain/accumulate learned knowledge in the past & use it to help future learning: 

Use past knowledge for inductive transfer when learning new tasks
(g) Mimics human way of learning



Biological Aspects of Lifelong Learning

(b) Hebbian Plasticity and Stability

The ability of the brain to adapt to changes in its environment provides vital insight into how 
connectivity and function of the cortex are shaped. It has been shown that while 
rudimentary patterns of connectivity in the visual system are established in early 
development, normal visual input is required for the correct development of the visual 
cortex. 

The most well-known theory describing the mechanisms of synaptic plasticity for the 
adaptation of neurons to external stimuli was first proposed by Hebb, postulating that when 
one neuron drives the activity of another neuron, the connection between them is 
strengthened. More specifically, the Hebb’s rule states that the repeated and persistent 
stimulation of the postsynaptic cell from the presynaptic cell leads to an increased synaptic 
efficacy. Throughout the process of development, neural systems stabilize to shape optimal 
functional patterns of neural connectivity.



1. Learning without Forgetting (Regularization Approaches)

Kirkpatrick et al. proposed the elastic weight consolidation (EWC) model in supervised and 
reinforcement learning scenarios. The approach consists of a quadratic penalty on the 
difference between the parameters for the old and the new tasks that slows down the 
learning for task-relevant weights coding for previously learned knowledge. The relevance of 
the parameter θ with respect to a task’s training data D is modelled as the posterior 
distribution p(θ | D). Assuming a scenario with two independent tasks A with DA and B with 
DB, the log value of the posterior probability given by the Bayes’ rule is: 

where the posterior probability logp(θ | DA) embeds all the information about the previous 
task. However, since this term is intractable, EWC approximates it as a Gaussian distribution 
with mean given by the parameters θ ∗ A and a diagonal precision given by the diagonal of 
the fisher information matrix F. Therefore, the loss function of EWC is given by 



1. Learning without Forgetting (Regularization Approaches)



1. Learning without Forgetting (Regularization Approaches)



2. Dynamic Architectures

The approaches change architectural properties in response to new information by 
dynamically accommodating novel neural resources, e.g., re-training with an increased 
number of neurons or network layers. 

Rusu et al. proposed to block any changes to the network trained on previous knowledge and 
expand the architecture by allocating novel sub-networks with fixed capacity to be trained 
with the new information.

Zhou et al. proposed the incremental training of a denoising autoencoder that adds neurons 
for samples with high loss and subsequently merges these neurons with existing ones to 
prevent redundancy. More specifically, the algorithm is composed of two processes for (i) 
adding new features to minimize the residual of the objective function and (ii) merging similar 
features to obtain a compact feature representation and in this way prevent overfitting. 



2. Dynamic Architectures
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Model Integration

Deep Elastic Networks with Model Selection for Multi-Task Learning

Weight Agnostic Neural Networks

PackNet: Adding Multiple Tasks to a Single Network by Iterative Pruning

How to integrate old network model for old tasks with new network model for new task? 
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Model Integration

How to integrate old network model for old tasks with new network model for new task? 

PathNet: Evolution Channels Gradient Descent in 
Super Neural Networks

Meta-Learning to Detect Rare Objects

云侧学习

端侧学习

Model-Agnostic Meta-Learning for Fast Adaptation of Deep Network
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3. Model Integration

• Network Fusion when only few new samples (Concept drift) are added

Local Model 1

Local Model K
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3. Model Integration

• Network Fusion when only few new but similar tasks are added

Local Model 1

Local Model K

New task

Old tasks
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3. Model Integration

• Network Fusion & Pruning when few new but different tasks are added

Local Model 1

Local Model K

New task

Old tasks



Ramon Morros, Life-long/incremental Learning,2017 
































































